
Toolbox Handout 16: Evaluating Options for Saying No / Asking for Something 
 

Self-Reflection: Describe an Example of a time when you had a hard time Asking for Something 
 
 
 

 
Self-Reflection: Describe an Example of a time when you had a hard time Saying No to a request 
 
  
  

 
Describe: What body language do you use in low versus high intensity situations? 
Low:  High: 
   
   

 
What is an example of something you want to ask for, or something you want to decline doing? 
 
 
 

 
For your example, consider each factor that contributes to intensity 
Capability  
Priorities  
Self-Respect  
Rights (moral and legal)  
Authority  
Type of Relationship  
Goals (long and short)  
Give and Take  
Homework  
Timing  

 
What is your score (total YES’s for a Request, total NO’s for a decline  

 
Now that you have your score, is there a need for a Wise Mind Adjustment?  

 
Is yes, describe your adjustment and your thinking 
 
 
 

 
For your example, write what you could say to either ask for something or say no to a request: 
 
 
 



 
-----     At Home Practice:     ----- 

 
Choose a situation from your week, that required you to use multiple Interpersonal Effectiveness Skills 

 
Describe:  What was the situation? 
 
 
 
 

 
What were your priorities? 
☐ Build/Maintain Relationship  
☐ Get what you want, Say no, Be taken seriously 
☐ Build/Maintain Self-Respect 
 
Check of which components of Interpersonal Effectiveness Skills you used 
☐ (be) Gentle 
☐ (act) Interested) 
☐ Validate 
☐ (use an) Easy Manner 

☐ Describe 
☐ Express 
☐ Assert 
☐ Reinforce 
☐ (be) Mindful 
☐ Appear Confident 
☐ Negotiate 

☐ (be) Fair 
☐ Apologies 
☐ Stick to Values 
☐ (be) Truthful 

 
Describe the outcome 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 

-----Use this section to identify skills learned in Toolbox Webinar that have been particularly helpful:----- 
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